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Abstract: 

The iniquitousness of mobile applications and devices has been part of the new market that enables mobile developers to provide new 

services for their users. The success of mobile applications is also driven by data feeds and services in the cloud, and henc e it  leads to 

the notion of mobile cloud computing. The demand for the transfer of huge amounts of data will need to be  supported by rapid data 

transfer, which will make the application very usable and hence, enhance the users’ experience. The next major phase of the mobile 

telecommunication standard, known as 5G, will allow larger bandwidth. With the availability of 5G te chnology, sharing real-time 

high density video can be offered efficiently via the cloud platform. When incorporating the cloud, major security issues wil l arise, 

such as the leak of video data. To  provide the solution to these security issues different alg orithm and techniques has been introduced 

but every algorithm and technique has its own merits and demerits. In this paper we have done the survey of different cryptog raphic 

algorithms  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud computing is used in tremendous amount in different 

fields. Large amount of data is generated in  daily life. To  store 

this huge amount of data we use cloud computing services. 

Cloud computing provides different types of services to the user. 

While storing the data on cloud there are number of issues. 

Cloud computing is used in tremendous amount in different 

fields. There are many service providers which provide cloud 

services to the clients.. Knowingly or unknowingly, cloud 

storage has become part of everyone’s daily life When user 

stores any file, text, audio or v ideo, it is stored on the cloud. The 

person, who wants to retrieve it, then downloads it from the 

cloud. During this process of storing and retrieving, security 

measures come into picture. There are mult iple proposed 

solution and techniques which are used to secure storage and 

transmission of user data. Cryptography is the most commonly  

used   . It  is p rocess which  converts the user’s file  into an  

unreadable format and then stores it. While retrieving, the 

encrypted unreadable file is converted back to original format. 

Cryptography is classified into types, symmetric algorithm and 

asymmetric algorithms. Symmetric algorithms are AES, DES, 

IDEA, TDES, and Blowfish, while RC6. RSA and ECC are 

asymmetric algorith ms. Symmetric algorithms uses same key for 

encryption as well as decryption, known as Secret Key. 

Asymmetric algorithms use two keys, Public and Private. Public 

Key is used for encryption while Private Key is used for 

decryption. Combination of multiple cryptography algorithms 

are used for enhancing security .Different security models can be 

created using different combinations of same algorithms. These 

newly formed  security model overcomes issues of cloud security 

like secure data storage, secure data transmission and secure data 

access. Different algorithms are used to maintain authenticity of 

data. Only valid user should be able to access the data stored on 

cloud. This can be achieved using MD5 algorithm. In the 

proposed system, mult iple algorithms are applied at mult iple 

level, thus it becomes difficult for unauthorized person to access 

the data of the user. Proposed system uses different algorithms to 

store, share and search video securely over the cloud platform. 

The metadata about the video is also encrypted. Many algorithms 

have been proposed by researchers to overcome data security 

issue. TDES and Diffie Hellman key exchange algorithm are 

used to solve these issues. Diffie Hellman  key exchange 

algorithm is used to securely exchange keys through unsecure 

communicat ion channel. Signature is used for authentication 

purpose. AES is used to encrypt the actual message. It also 

generates the key which  can be shared with  authenticated user to 

access the encrypted message. Cloud computing offers on 

demand services . In cloud deployment models different 

combination of algorithms are used to achieve data confidently, 

integrity and authentication. Data is stored in different 

deployment model of cloud computing according to the security 

requirement of the user. Cloud can be public, private, community  

or hybrid. The security level depends on type of deployment 

model. Though asymmetric algorithms offer higher level of 

security than symmetric algorithm, performance-wise symmetric 

algorithm are better than asymmetric algorithms. RSA is used to 

solve key distribution problem. AES solves the problem of data 

confidentiality. The proposed hybrid system offers higher level 

of security with better performance. In a SSE system, a user is 

allowed to generate a key for both the encryption and the 

decryption of a message. By using the key, the user can encrypt a 

keyword index v ia an encryption algorithm and next  upload the 

encrypted keyword index to a storage server. CP-ABE is a kind  

of asymmetric encryption. In a CP-ABE scheme, a registered 

user is first issued a decryption key from a trusted ABE key  

generation Centre (KGC), in which the key is associated with an 

attribute set describing the user. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

The success of mobile applications is also driven by  data feeds 

and services in the cloud, and hence it leads to the notion of 

mobile cloud computing. The demand for the transfer of huge 

amounts of data will need to be supported by rapid data transfer, 

which will make the application very usable and hence, enhance 

the users’ experience .When incorporating the cloud, major 

security issues will arise, such as the leak of v ideo data. Merely  

encrypting the video data in the cloud will not be a viable 

solution since many operations (such as data search) on the data 

will be crippled. Hence, a novel way to p rovide data protection 

has become necessary in this situation 

 

III. PROPOS ED S YSTEM 

 

Module 1: User Registration (android) -> 

User first register with credentials used for authentication later. 

Then validate user based on stored credentials during 

registration. 

 

Module 2: Video Upload (android) -> 

After uploading the video and associated tags or keywords, the 

storage environment will encrypt the video and keywords. First, 

it uses AES (JSP) to encrypt the video data. Then it uses AES to 

encrypt the corresponding keywords.  

 

Module 3: Video Searching (android) and Retrieval (JSP) -> 

In this module user has a trapdoor(hash keyword) which  get 

keyword as input based keyword he search the match of with  

other keyword  from database and match v ideos according to 

keywords are given as result to him. 

 

Module 4: Video Sharing (android) -> 

 User search his video based on key and share which video he 

want to share with other user which will be given key to 

download data. 

 
Figure .1.S ystem Architecture  

IV. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Software Requirement Specification 

 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENT 

➢ Operating system  : Windows XP 

➢ Front-End              : Java, Android  

➢ Back-End  : MySQL 

➢ Xampp Server 

➢ Netbeans IDE  7.1  

          Web Browser 

Advantages of S ystem  

 

1. Authorised Access 

2. Secured data 

3. Encrypted/Decrypted Data using key 

4. Maintained Privacy. 

 

V. CONCLUS ION 

 

We propose an infrastructure that allows mobile users to securely 

share and search for real-t ime v ideo data. Mobile users can 

choose the set of people with whom they want to share (e.g. 

friends, family  members). Users outside this set cannot obtain 

permission to access the file , or even receive any information  

(e.g. keywords) about the video data. We deploy cloud 

technology as the basis with some cryptographic primitives as 

the building b locks. Therefore, our security is guaranteed even if 

the cloud server is  hacked or the video data is stolen. In addition, 

we also provide secure searching within a user’s own video data. 

Our solution provides efficient and practical real-time v ideo 

sharing and searching among mobile users by utilizing 5G 

technology in the cloud computing paradigm. 
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